
CH E M-E3150 Bio physica I chemistry. Exa m 20.O2.2OZO.
Please answer a.ll-5-$¿gåtjgru (including possible a, b, and c-parts). Calculators are allowed
No other materials allowed. On page 2 there is a list of possibly usefulequations and
relations. Show clearly how you came to your conclusions.

1. The free concentration of a ligand was kept constant at L*l-0-7 M. lt is bound to a receptor
A with a Ko of L nM, and to another receptor B with a Ko of 1 pM,
a) What is the ratio of the fractional occupancies of the receptors?
b) Draw a graph of the fractional occupancies that illustrates the situation.
c) What happens if we increase the concentration of receptor A to the double?

2. A system with 100 000 molecules has two energy levels (A and B). At first, the two energy
levels are populated equally, After a reversible process, energy levelA is populated by 65%
of the molecules and the system is at 293 K.

a) What is the change in entropy?
b) How much heat was added or removed from the system?

3. 1000 water molecules surround a lrydrophobic particle. They are restricted in movement
so that they can take only one of two.available positions A or B. The probability of positions
A and B are equal.
a) What is the most likely distribution between the two positions?
b) What is the multiplicity of this distribution? Solve using Stirling's approximation and
express the result as a power of 1[0.

c) What is the multiplicity of a case in which the 1000 water molecules could tal<e any of five
equally likely positions?

4. The unfolding of a protein was studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The
melting temperature of the protein was LL0'C. The measured difference in heat capacity
(at constant pressure) between the unfolded and folded protein ACp was 3,21- kJK 1mol1.

The integrated peak area of denaturation in the melting curve, i.e. the heat of unfolding was
333,22|<Jmol1,

a) Draw as clearly as possible with the available data, a curve for the temperature
dependence of the heat capacity.
b) What would the entropy of unfolding be at 25 "C?

c) How do the enthalpy and entropy componerìts of the free energy of unfolding change
with temperature for the protein?

5, lmagíne proteins diffusing away from an initial sharp point.
a) Draw a picture using the concept of a root-mean-square distance (RMSD)value to explain
how the diffusion progresses over time. What determines the value of RMSD?

b)Atadistanceof 30 ¡-rm,howlongtimewill ittakeuntiltheprobabilityoffindingaprotein
is 50% of what it is atthe initial point? The diffusion coefficient is L,L1- x1¡-6.*2r-1at 25 "C.
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Some equations and relations that might be useful
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